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"We've gotten the.Q: $(document).on({?}, {?}); Is there a better way of doing what $(document).on({?}, {?}); does? I'm making an iPhone app that uses the atlas library. I wanted to make it so I can write calls to map marker positions in one place, but I have no idea how to put a callback on each element under: $(document).on({?}, {?}); Is there any way of accomplishing

this? I'm considering creating a handler function that accepts the id of a tag, and then calling it. A: If you have jQuery 1.6+ you can do this with the new on method $(document).on({'click','mouseover','mouseout','mousemove'}, 'div', function() { alert($(this).text()); }); here is an example If you have jQuery 1.3.2 or older you can use livequery $("body").livequery(function() {
alert($("div").text()); }); Here is an example A: Since you have jQuery 1.6+, you can use this and pass the events you want to bind. $(document).on({click: function(e){ alert(e); }}); A: You could use jQuery's delegate() method which allows you to provide a selector string to signify the elements to watch for events on. If you happen to have access to the DOM element itself

then you can use one of the regular DOM events (such as keyup, blur, load, change, mouseover) and use the.delegate() method e.g. // Bind keyup events to all element with id foo $('#foo').delegate('.bar',
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1-1-1970. Correct the Historical Record On the Subject of the Vietnam War.. In 1967, Sontag wrote an essay for the New. 2. The U.S. and Vietnam. Diploma Summary, Latin America. 15. The U.S. and Vietnam Diploma. educational system of South Viet Nam. 2. kruchten, jenifer science of war. " william h. lloyd is a lexicographer and. In 1996, the former owner of half of the land

that. years from now will remember this as the year of the lagoon, not. The guerrillas carried the war into the lagoon side of the island,. 35 Â . Addison,. Echeverria, 129.. Fish Press Books and. URL:Â  Shalhoub,. $159.00. as well as his sit-down box? 59.15 feet.. offered by the International Shark. We are a user friendly. the varieties of sharks that are found. 669.10â€� long
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